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+12173525555 - http://www.meatheadsburgers.com/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Meatheads from Champaign. Currently, there are 17
courses and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What Patricia Gust likes about Meatheads:
My recent visit to Meatheads left my taste buds in awe with their amazing burgers and standout fried chicken

sandwich with a delightful sauce. The fries were equally satisfying. However, I couldn't help but wish for a
friendlier and more helpful staff to enhance the overall experience. Despite that, it's still a go-to spot for burger

and sandwich enthusiasts! read more. What Austin Hudson doesn't like about Meatheads:
The burgers are great here. A little on the expensive side. The problem was the sides. My brother ordered Cajun

fries, and I got the sharable onion rings. Neither of us got a drink, so it wasn 't a meal. My brother ended up
getting regular fries. I got about 6 onion rings. Almost a dollar, an onion ring, is ridiculous. If I go back, it 'll only be
for a burger. They were greasy and juicy and wonderful. read more. Meatheads from Champaign is famous for its

exquisite burgers, to which crispy fries, salads and other sides are presented, The delicious sandwiches,
healthy salads and other snacks are also suitable for a snack.
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Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
HAMBURGER

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
BLT

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Chicke� dishe�
CHICKEN TENDERS

�ngerfoo�
ONION RINGS

Burger�
B.L.T.

IMPOSSIBLE BURGER

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

BURGER

Sandwiche�
B.L.T

CHICKEN SANDWICH

FRIED CHICKEN SANDWICH

Ingredient� Use�
ONION

CHEDDAR

CHICKEN

BACON
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